On Monday, September 14th, the Business Loop (Campus Center Drive) will be closed to through traffic for the installation of a sewer line and chilled water lines. During the closure, UTA and Campus Shuttle bus service will reroute to remain on South Campus Drive with the current bus stops at 1800 East to remain, and temporary bus stops will be added at 1725 East.

Parking in the Business Parking Lot (Lot #12) will remain available, but access will only be from the east entrance to the Business Loop (1800 East). As eastbound South Campus Drive traffic cannot turn left at 1800 East, vehicles going that direction and planning to park in the Business Lot will need to loop around the LDS Institute to northbound 1800 East. Parking in the lot on the northeast corner of 1725 East and South Campus Drive (Lot #11, where the Museum of Fine Arts parking is located) will remain available with a temporary entrance just north of that intersection and south of where the Loop will be closed.